
Christianity: Is It Worth It?                      7-14-19 
Like a little boy throwing a pebble into the middle of a school of minnows, the lesson we read earlier from 
Zechariah described the scattering of the sheep after the shepherd had been struck. It talked about how God 
was doing this to refine his children, those who belonged to him like an iron worker sticking metal into a 
blazing hot forge, hammering it out and sticking it back in again and again. The picture is bold and makes an 
impression, but it is not necessarily one that jumps to the forefront of our minds as something that sounds 
intriguing or something that someone would like to willingly impose themselves too. 
Then there was our gospel reading. It is also filled with intrigue, but it is, at least at first, a little more inviting. 
We hear Peter’s bold confession of faith. A confession we can get behind and shout “Amen” to. But we can 
hardly ignore the words of Jesus that come next, can we? There is the express desire for anyone who wants to 
follow Jesus, to follow the one who suffered many things, who was rejected, handed over as a condemned 
criminal and put to death, to deny self. There is also, along with that the reminder that following Jesus means 
daily picking up ones cross and following him. It is the picture of one who has spent the previous day hard at 
work, to the point where they are still sore the next morning, have a body filled with aches and pains as 
reminders, to bend over in that stiffness and pick up the object that made them sore in the first place, and go 
back to work. It is finished with the reminder to lose our life for the sake of Jesus. That means at times 
forgoing earthly happiness and joy for the sake of what is promised to be ours in eternity. 

It is one thing to rejoice in our Christianity and give God praise when things are going well, but it is entirely 
another thing to love Christ and being his follower when we have no physical reason to do so. It is a whole 
different ballgame to give praise to God when we are experiencing hardship, trouble, sadness, when the cross 
of Christ falls heavy with a thud square across our backs. And yet, this is exactly what Jesus is tells us will 
happen. It is not a possible maybe, it is a certainty, it is something that will be the reality of each and every 
Christian.  

Clearly, then, this brings this topic directly into your laps and mine as one that is not only important for us but 
at the same time, one that is crucial for us to understand, to know and be able to find comfort from the word 
of God when this certainly becomes something we are dealing with and when those we love and call family 
through faith are going through as well. So, this morning, we ask ourselves is Christianity worth it and I pray 
that as we dive into the living and enduring Word of God we not only find answers to that question but that 
the Holy Spirit refines us to be strong for whatever may come. 

It is with this goal in mind that we come back to our lesson from Galatians this morning. It is a lesson that is 
designed to answer this question to a group of people who also needed answers for this exact same thing. You 
see the Galatians were facing troubles very similar to those which you and I face on a daily basis. They were 
being assaulted by different teachings, teachings that sounded not just good but even logical. But they were 
teachings that Paul described in 1:7 of Galatians as “no gospel at all”. They were teachings that would scatter 
the flock and make it hard every single day to take of the cross of Christ and follow him. So throughout the 
book of Galatians, our verses from chapter three included, Paul is underscoring the heart of Christianity and 
showing just how “worth it” it is. Because of this, we remind ourselves of our lesson once more.  

23 But before this faith came, we were held in custody under the law, imprisoned until the coming faith was 
revealed. 24 So the law was our chaperone until Christ, so that we might be justified by faith. 25 But now that 
this faith has come, we are no longer under a chaperone. 26 In fact, you are all sons of God through faith in 
Christ Jesus. 27 Indeed, as many of you as were baptized into Christ have clothed yourselves with 
Christ. 28 There is not Jew or Greek, slave or free, male or female, for you are all one and the same in Christ 
Jesus. 29 And if you belong to Christ, then you are Abraham’s descendants and heirs according to the promise. 

Why do you think so many Christians get so upset when a plaque, a picture or a mural of the ten 
commandments are taken down from a public place? Can knowledge of those ten commandments save 
anyone? Does having them constantly before us represent an attainable goal? Not at all. In fact it is the 



opposite. They imprison us. They condemn us. They remind us we have failed. They tell us, if that is all we 
have, hell is our ultimate end.  

But at the same time we love them because they represent something we can look to as a sort of litmus test 
for our faith. Especially before faith, for those of us who can remember that, they were a way we could at 
least feel like we were doing good, a way we could feel like we were pleasing God and better off in his 
presence than others. But that is all the ten commandments are apart from Christ. They do not really do 
anything for us. They chaperone us, but they are not our parents. It is with that picture in mind Paul goes on to 
tell us why being a Christian is so special. 

Through faith, we are no longer under a chaperone, we are under God, our father. It is an entirely different 
thing all together. Going someplace with your parents and going some place with a chaperone are going to 
result in two completely different experiences. But what Paul is getting at is not just a different “experience” 
of Christianity, it is the difference between being a Christian and not.  

As a Christian God has made you his son. That is in no way meant to be a slight against women or meant to 
bring on some kind of identity crisis. It is meant simply to tell you what God thinks of you. You are his heir. 
Heaven is your possession even now because of your status through faith. There is no difference to God. There 
is no difference based on color or gender, country or citizenship. It has nothing to do with having Jewish blood 
running through your veins or not. God sees faith and that is what makes you his, nothing else, nothing more. 

And that has huge implications when it comes to persecution and hardship of any kind. I pray none of you 
were ever bullied or, for that matter, ever where the bully. But if you were, it is my guess that home was a 
safe space. It was a place or at the very least should have been the place, you knew you were loved. It was a 
place you could be reminded of your worth. It was a place you were encouraged to know others did not effect 
your value or how those closest to you felt about you. 

For that matter, when hurt came into your life either from something like a scrap, cut, or bump when you 
were smaller, who did you run to? Your parents. They would hold you in their arms, they would clean up your 
wounds, they would comfort you with the reminder that all would be okay. The same was hopefully true as 
you grew and so did the problems. They changed from cuts and bruises to situations that ate at your 
emotions. Situations that created longer lasting hurt that was harder to deal with and harder to overcome. But 
family is just as important then. Just as important to give constant reminders of love, constant ears to bend 
your way, listen to your hurt and being their for you in your darker times. 

Additionally, it is because those closest to you knew that these bigger problems would come that they 
probably tried to prepare you for them in different ways when you were younger. When the milk was spilled 
there may have been the simple reminder that this is a small problem, this is not something that needs to be 
overreacted to. 

This picture and then some, is why Paul gives the reminder to the Galatians as well as to you and me about our 
status as Christians before God. It is a status that gives us comfort, but especially so when we face those 
difficult times, especially so when we are being disciplined to refined so that we come out stronger for it. It is 
so extremely important to know our status as Christians because not only does it remind us we are loved in 
the strongest and greatest of ways but that being a Christian is most certainly worth it. We are a part of God’s 
family! We have a Father who knows all so he is able to walk us through the paths of life here on earth with 
the most wisdom. He draws us close to him by any means possible, specifically tailored to your greatest 
eternal good so that you will not only be able to endure hardship but with the purpose that you will flourish 
under it and ultimately and most importantly be with him forever. If you ever doubt that Christianity is worth 
it, or rather when you doubt it, may these words from Galatians flood your thoughts. You are God’s child, 
loved with an eternal love. You were worth all to him and there is nothing you can face that changes that 
reality. Amen. 



 


